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A. Mori (1] proved the existence of
the function Sλ Cz; z

9
,5) , satis-

fying the following conditions.. Let Ό
be an rt —pjy connected domain on z -
plane, whose boundary p consists oΓ
*-Jordan curves ΓJ. 1 j, « 1, *, . , u) .
For a fixed point £ on F and 2>

o

in D

(i)

(ii)

(iii) Λ C Z ; 3L
#
, s) maps D con-

formally onto tne whole XX -plane cut
along an ^infinite radial slit

11
 and

( n ~ 1 ) "finite radial slits".

These terminologies are defined as
follows:

(a) infinite radial slit: it arri-
ves at the infinity from the finite
point along a radial rectilinear line.
Xb) zero radial slit: it arrives at
the origin from a finite point along a
radial rectilinear line, (c) infinite-
zero radial slit* it arrives at the
origin from the infinity along a radial
rectilinear line, (d) finite radial
slit1 it is a radial slit, different
from the ones defined above.

Recently in the theory of functions,
especially, in the theory of conformal
mapping the so-called "kernel function

1
*

K ( 2 . t* ) , which has been intro-
duced by Bergman and made use of by
many authors, namely, Garabedian, Nehari
Schiffer, etc., to the research of con-
formal mapping, plays an important and
fruitful role. They attempted to ex-
press the several domain functions by
kernel function* Following these pro-
grams, we shall here attempt to con-
struct an expression of U* and of re-
lated functions by means of kernel
function. Ve omit the precise defini-
tions and terminologies, but shall fol-
low to the Nehari

 f
s paper (13

Now we assume that in the neighbor-
hood of the point Z = 5 , F has
the tangent everywhere.

Case (a). In the first place we
treat the case ofτc % o , where <*n~
is defined in the following manner.
At the boundary element Z * S> which
corresponds to *Ω. » 00

 t
 two boundary

curves (one starts from tz. = ζ and the
other ends to % - t, ) make the angle
<* Tt

In this case, in the neighboring
point of Z = ς Λα;ϊ,,s) is
almost equal to ' / {% - §)*>** ,
and hence «ΩΛz;« .Σ)//2(*;z

β
,2) a-a/ncz- D

is asymptotically crue at z » 5 in
J> , Putting

then R. «:*..!) is regu^r in P ,
and has a single-valued integral in
P , since the total variation of
<vt£ JΓL(i,£

β
,n along any closed

boundary curve vanishes and the perio-
dicity moduli of - ί| (z-z,

β
) and

l )
1 / Λ

* cancel each other.

On the other hand, if we put

t
then from the reproducing property of
tlie kernel function we have

24, j

for any function ίί*) regular and
of class L* in V and possessing
there a single-valued integral.

We may therefore apply (&), obtaining

ι

From the def jjoition of X I

Hence we attain

+ τr/T(2/t)R

For a sufficiently small positive
number t , we denote by Γ

ε
, a

path of integration which belongs to
the circular disc \ % - £ 1 < I and ends
to the point C . and by Γ

£ t
 that

which belongs to the circular disc
!1 -1 \ < t and starts from the point

ς . Moreover we denote 2>
Λ
 [lz~U=£]

by Γ
e

Tnen we have

Now, we can easily verify

Hence the left-hand side of this in-
equality tends to zero with I . On
the other hand, a similar discussion
as the above-mentioned one leads us to
th relation
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<*nd hence we have

X Tcr,fc*>

In the expression (3) the la ax, ter̂ n of
the right-hand side is equal to 0 by
•uhβ Cauehy

f
s integral theorem* There-

Tore we obtain

«..**> lit)'.

WexX, the integration by parts gives
us the relation

Her© we have to remark that the pe-
riodicity modulus ot&$i*~uϊ/{t.-c)'

M

by the rounding of % once along Γ
vanishes. Therefore, the following
expression also remains true:

Thus we obtain, froΛ (4) and (IS), the
<5esά.rβC result

Case (b). We have now to consider
the case c<χ =

0
 . I n tίiis case,

at the neighboring points of z *s ,
the asymptotic relation

 t
ί2.-c e«f>f-~.ί

holds z°oά. and hence '*•'•* •'

If put

-•/ * / has the same property
ar in the case (a), Therefore we may
discuss by bhe similar method as in
th.e above case (s). But no precise
results sr ai.1 be able to obtain in
this case, because the circumstances
of the contact of two curves Γπ and
l«ι , defined as before, may st~

Γo cgly effect to the discussion. There-
fore we sr-all only represent in tJw
following form;

Me can establish the represeiicat ion
of the fallowing three canonical types
cf conformal mapping by making use of
the Bergman kernel function.

(A) iλC- I, \) maps Ό onto a
schlicht fall plane cut along i\ ~Z
finite radial slits, an infinite radial
slit and a zero radial slit.

(B) Λ(*;S, V maps t) onto a
schlicht full plane cut along nn-t
finite radial slits and an infinite-
aero radial slit, that is, if, Λ(β)
naps D onto a schlicht parallel strip
h i 1 parallel slits.

o n o
Tl - 1having

In each case «Ω U *, ΐ) •« o

and in (A)

Putting* ' '
 i
' Ί

 6 Γ |

and

tho proof of existence and uniqueness
is easily obtained from the Mori's
function.

Next, if wo put ~

then this function maps P onto a sch-
licht full plane cut along iκ finite
radial slits, where <!!(*..>« o ,
X I (Z«oϊ » oo and z

Oι
 z^ c "D

(C) Schwarz-Christoffel's formula
for an tι-ply connected case.
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